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WEEKDAY DAVENING INFORMATION

 שבת פרשת לך לך
SHABBAT PARSHAT LECH LECHA
11 CHESHVAN/NOVEMBER 12

Haftorah is Isaiah 40:27-41:16. The final time for 
Kiddush Levanah of Cheshvan is Monday night, 
November 14 (14 Cheshvan) until 9:46 PM.

FRIDAY NIGHT
CANDLE LIGHTING - 4:23 PM 
MINCHA - 4:25 PM  
TZAIT - 5:26 PM 

SATURDAY
SHACHARIT YOUTH - 8:20 AM 
SHACHARIT MAIN - 8:45 AM 
LAST KRIAT SHEMA - 9:11 AM 
MINCHA - 4:10 PM
SHKIA - 4:40 PM  
MAARIV/HAVDALAH - 5:25 PM

————— 

BULLETIN INFORMATION
TO REQUEST A BULLETIN 
ANNOUNCEMENT (BY 7:00 PM 
WEDNESDAY) OR DEDICATE A 
BULLETIN FOR $36 ($54 W/PHOTO), 
EMAIL SEPLOTNICK@GMAIL.COM.

CONGREGATION AHAVAT ACHIM
18-25 SADDLE RIVER ROAD 
FAIR LAWN, NJ 07410-5909 

Sunday  
(11/13)

Monday 
(11/14)

Tuesday 
(11/15)

Wednesday 
(11/16)

Thursday 
(11/17)

Friday  
(11/18)

Earliest Talit 5:43 AM 5:44 AM 5:45 AM 5:46 AM 5:47 AM 5:48 AM

Shacharit 8:15 AM 6:15 AM 6:25 AM 6:25 AM 6:15 AM 6:25 AM

Gedolah 12:05 PM 12:06 PM 12:06 PM 12:06 PM 12:06 PM 12:06 PM

Mincha (Sun/Fri) 
- Maariv 4:20 PM 8:00 PM 8:00 PM 8:00 PM 8:00 PM 4:20 PM

Shkia 4:39 PM 4:38 PM 4:38 PM 4:37 PM 4:36 PM

Tzait 5:24 PM 5:23 PM 5:23 PM 5:22 PM 5:21 PM

Kiddush is sponsored by Mitch & Deborah Kempin, 
together with their daughter and son-in-law Elissa & 
Michael, in honor of  their granddaughter/daughter 
Hannah.   התורה חופה ומעשים טובים

The Gita Cooperwasserע”ה Youth Program 
is looking to enhance its collection of  
games and toys for use on Shabbat. If  you 
have gently-used games you would like to 
donate, we'd really appreciate it! 

Sisterhood Trivia night is this Monday, Nov.14, 8:00 PM, 
in the David Schwitzerע”ה Social Hall. The event will be 
run by Joe Trivia, a professional Trivia emcee. Admission 
is free for paid-up sisterhood members, or pay your $36 
membership dues at the event and join the fun!  

Bulletin is sponsored by Ruth Brooks & Saragail 
Chessin Carpe in memory of their parents Philipע”ה 

and Fannieע”ה Shapiro Chessin, with unending 
love, respect and admiration. 

Wedding Day: November 16, 1930

Refuah shelaymah to Jeff  Safier and Ken Kestler who each 
recently returned home from hospital stays.



 

Shirley Vann has dedicated this week’s Covenant & Conversation (used with permission 
of  the Office of  Rabbi Sacks) in memory of  her beloved mother Necha bat Yitzchokע”ה.
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Kiddush Information
Kiddush cleanup for the month of  

November is Schwed, Schwitzer, 
Shanblatt, Smedresman, Sokoloff, 
Solomon, Sonnenblick, Spier, Strich, 
Vann, Wechsler, Weinraub & Wigod 
Kiddush setup for this Shabbat is  

Gorelik, Greenbaum, Wechsler 
Kiddush setup for next Shabbat is                 

Bernstein, Goldstein, Infield 
To sponsor a Kiddush 

($1000/$613/$318 plus scotch) send 
an email to gplotnick@aol.com. 

Adult Education

CHUMASH CLASS - Shabbat 
morning before Shacharit. 
GEMARA SHIUR - Tuesday 

night, 8:15 PM following Maariv 
with Avi Sonnenblick 
FUNDAMENTALS OF JEWISH 

THOUGHT - On Shabbat after 
Kiddush. Currently: “Understanding 
Rabbi Soloveitchik's Adams 1 & 2". 

Numbers & Info
ERUV UPDATE – By Email Only.  To 

subscribe, email fairlawneruv-
subscribe@yahoogroups.com, or you 
can check the status online at  
www.fairlawneruv.com. 
MIKVAH – 201-796-0350.  At 

Shomrei Torah, weekdays 9:00 PM–
10:30 PM, Motzei Shabbat from 1 ¼ 
hours after Shabbat ends for 1 ½ hours. 
Kaylim Mikvah: Sunday 10 AM-3 PM 
TWITTER: @AhavatAchimFL 
FACEBOOK: facebook.com/

groups/ahavat.achim/  

Gita Cooperwasserע”ה

Youth Program
This Shabbat 

Michael Dworkis’s 
Junior Cong. d’var 
Torah will be 

“Avraham Go! Gotta Search 'em All! 
Ash vs. Avraham!” 
Youth Leaders for this Shabbat are 

Uri Garfunkel & Giselle 
Zimmerman. 
All children are expected to be in 

Junior Congregation/Groups or in 
shul with their parents. Please ensure 
that your children are not inside or 
outside of  the building unsupervised. 

Sisterhood Book Club
Nov. 19 - A Pigeon and a Boy, by 

Meir Shalev, to be reviewed at the 
home of  Zehava Baron, 19-15 
Angelo Terr., at 3:30 PM. 
Next book will be All My Puny 

Sorrows, by Miriam Toews. 

Upcoming Events
Nov. 26 - Sheree & Hazkiel Kor are 

sponsoring kiddush in honor of  the birth 
of  their grandson Ezra Jonah. 
Nov. 26 - Seudah Shlishit is sponsored by 

Seymour Wigod in memory of  his 
parents Abraham (Avraham ben z'mlע”ה) 
and Edith (Eta bat Mosheע”ה). 
Dec. 3 - Suedah Shlishit is sponsored by 

the Sonnenblicks upon the Yahrzeit of  
Betsy’s mother, Elaine Perlmutterע”ה, Elka 
Shaindel bat Tzvi Hersh. 
Dec. 23 - Chanukah Dinner 
Dec. 24 - Y-Studs Concert at 7:30 PM 
Jan. 7 - Suedah Shlishit sponsored by the 

Wigod and Sokoloff  families in memory 
of  Ron’s and Cheryl’sע”ה parents Leonore 
(Leah bat Zevע”ה) and Benjamin (Boruch 
Chaim ben Zevulun Aryehע”ה) Sokoloff. 
Jan. 14 - Noah Greenbaum Bar Mitzvah 
Feb. 11 - Yachad Shabbaton 
Feb. 18 - Kiddush sponsored by Eisman 

family in honor of  Daniel’s Auf  Ruf  and 
upcoming wedding to Shira Redlich. 
Feb. 25 - Kiddush sponsored by Agress 

family on the yahrzeit of  Stephen’s father 
HaRav Hyman Agressז”ל. 
Mar. 11 - Michael Riskin Bar Mitzvah

Mitzvah Day: We collected 31 coats for the shelter to be 
delivered this week.We assembled backpacks/schools supplies 
kits for 109 children, and decorated 36 cards for seniors. 
Thanks to Lisa, R.J., Julia & Harris Brenenson, Andrew & 
Emily Wechsler and their grandparents, Greg & Eden Riskin, 
Sara & Hannah Levine, Renee Freund, Arlene & Herb 
Ostern, and Sara, Larry, Shamai & Bez Bernstein. Thanks to those that donated!

Thank you to Fern Strich, Eli Greenbaum, and Jack & Audrey Bickel who volunteered 
last Monday to visit two homeless and working poor families at the Family Promise site 
in Teaneck. The families very grateful for the Chinese food we brought them, and the 
volunteers had a chance to eat with the families and get to know them.
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!! Trivia  Night !! 

An evening of fun for paid-up 
Sisterhood Members 
Monday Night, November 14 

8:00 at Ahavat Achim 
Can your team beat the others?   

Come and test your skill… 

		RSVP:		sewinchester58@gmail.com									

		Refreshments	will	be	served!	



 

On Being a Jewish Parent 

Lech Lecha 2016 / 5777 

 The most influential man who ever lived, does not appear on any list I have seen of the hundred 
most influential men who ever lived. He ruled no empire, commanded no army, engaged in no 
spectacular acts of heroism on the battlefield, performed no miracles, proclaimed no prophecy, led no 
vast throng of followers, and had no disciples other than his own child. Yet today more than half of the 6 
billion people alive on the face of the planet identify themselves as his heirs.  

 His name, of course, is Abraham, held as the founder of faith by the three great monotheisms, 
Judaism, Christianity and Islam. He fits no conventional stereotype. He is not, like Noah, described as 
unique in his generation. The Torah tells us no tales of his childhood as it does in the case of Moses. We 
know next to nothing about his early life. When God calls on him, as He does at the beginning of this 
week’s parsha, to leave his land, his birthplace and his father’s house, we have no idea why he was singled 
out.  

 Yet never was a promise more richly fulfilled than the words of God to him when He changed his 
name from Abram to Abraham:  “For I have made you father of many nations” (Gen. 17:5).  
  
 There are today 56 Islamic nations, more than 80 Christian ones, and the Jewish state. Truly 
Abraham became the father of many nations. But who and what was Abraham? Why was he chosen for 
this exemplary role?  
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 There are three famous portraits of Abraham. The first is the one we learned as children. 
Abraham, left alone with his father’s idols, breaks them with a hammer, which he leaves in the hand of 
the biggest of the idols. His father Terach comes in, sees the devastation, asks who has caused it, and the 
young Abraham replies, “Can you not see? The hammer is in the hands of the largest idol. It must have 
been him.” Terach replies, “But an idol is mere of wood and stone.” Abraham replies, “Then, father, how 
can you worship them?”  This is Abraham the iconoclast, the breaker of images, the man who while still 1

young rebelled against the pagan, polytheistic world of demigods and demons, superstition and magic.  

 The second is more haunting and is enigmatic. Abraham, says the midrash, is like a man 
travelling on a journey when he sees a palace in flames.  

 He wondered, “Is it possible that the palace lacks an owner?” The owner of the palace looked out 
and said, “I am the owner of the palace.” So Abraham our father said, “Is it possible that the world lacks a 
ruler?” God looked out and said to him, “I am the ruler, the Sovereign of the universe.”   2

 This is an extraordinary passage. Abraham sees the order of nature, the elegant design of the 
universe. It’s like a palace. It must have been made by someone for someone. But the palace is on fire. 
How can this be? Surely the owner should be putting out the flames. You don’t leave a palace empty and 
unguarded. Yet the owner of the palace calls out to him, as God called to Abraham, asking him to help 
fight the fire.  

 God needs us to fight the destructive instinct in the human heart. This is Abraham, the fighter 
against injustice, the man who sees the beauty of the natural universe being disfigured by the sufferings 
inflicted by man on man.  

 Finally comes a third image, this time by Moses 
Maimonides:  
  
 After he was weaned, while still an infant, Abraham’s mind began to reflect. Day and night, he 
thought and wondered, “How is it possible that this celestial sphere should continuously be guiding the 
world and have no one to guide it and cause it to turn, for it cannot be that it turns itself?” He had no 
teacher, no one to instruct him in anything. He was surrounded, in Ur of the Chaldees, by foolish 
idolaters. His father and mother and the entire population worshipped idols, and he worshipped with 
them. But his mind was constantly active and reflective, until he had attained the way of truth, found the 
correct line of thought, and knew that there is one God, He that guides the celestial spheres and created 
everything, and that among all that exists, there is no God beside Him.  

 Midrash Bereishit Rabbah, 38:131

 Ibid., 39:12
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“God needs us to fight the 
destructive instinct in the human 

heart. This is Abraham, the fighter 
against injustice.” 



 This is Abraham the philosopher, anticipating Aristotle, using metaphysical argument to prove 
the existence of God.  
  
 Three images of Abraham; three versions, perhaps, of what it is to be a Jew. The first sees Jews as 
iconoclasts, challenging the idols of the age. Even secular Jews who had cut themselves adrift from 
Judaism were among the most revolutionary modern thinkers, most famously Spinoza, Marx and Freud. 
Thorstein Veblen said in an essay on “the intellectual pre-eminence of Jews,” that the Jew becomes “a 
disturber of the intellectual peace . . . a wanderer in the intellectuals’ no-man’s-land, seeking another 
place to rest, farther along the road, somewhere over the horizon.”  

 The second sees Jewish identity in terms of tzedek u-mishpat, a commitment to the just society. 
Albert Einstein spoke of the “almost fanatical love of justice” as one of “the features of the Jewish 
tradition which make me thank my stars that I belong to it.”  

 The third reminds us that the Greek thinkers Theophrastus and Clearchus, disciples of Aristotle, 
speak of the Jews as a nation of philosophers.  

 So these views are all true and profound. They share only one shortcoming. There is no evidence 
for them whatsoever in the Torah. Joshua speaks of Abraham’s father Terach as an idolater (Josh. 24:2), 
but this is not mentioned in Bereishit. The story of the palace in flames is perhaps based on Abraham’s 
challenge to God about the proposed destruction of Sodom and the cities of the plain: “Shall the judge of 
all the earth not do justice?” As for Abraham-as-Aristotle, that is based on an ancient tradition that the 
Greek philosophers (especially Pythagoras) derived their 
wisdom from the Jews, but this too is nowhere hinted in the 
Torah.  

 What then does the Torah say about Abraham? The answer is unexpected and very moving. 
Abraham was chosen simply to be a father. The “Av” in Avram/Avraham means “father”. In the only 
verse in which the Torah explains the choice of Abraham, it says: For I have chosen him, so that he will 
direct his children and his household after him to keep the way of the Lord by doing what is right and 
just, so that the Lord will bring about for Abraham what He has promised him.” (Gen. 18:19)  

 The great scenes in Abraham’s life – waiting for a child, the birth of Ishmael, the tension between 
Sarah and Hagar, the birth of Isaac, and the binding – are all about his role as a father (next week I will 
write about the troubling episode of the binding).  
  
 Judaism, more than any other faith, sees parenthood as the highest challenge of all. On the first 
day of Rosh Hashanah – the anniversary of creation – we read of two mothers, Sarah and Hannah and 
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“What then does the Torah say 
about Abraham? The answer is 
unexpected and very moving.”



the births of their sons, as if to say: Every life is a universe. Therefore if you wish to understand the 
creation of the universe, think about the birth of a child.  

 Abraham, the hero of faith, is simply a father. Stephen Hawking famously wrote at the end of A 
Brief History of Time that if we had a Unified Field Theory, a scientific “theory of everything”, we would 
“know the mind of God.” We believe otherwise. To know the mind of God we do not need theoretical 
physics. We simply need to know what it is to be a parent. 
The miracle of childbirth is as close as we come to 
understanding the-love-that-brings-new-life-into-the-world 
that is God’s creativity.  

 There is a fascinating passage in Yossi Klein Halevi’s book on Christians and Muslims in the land 
of Israel, At the Entrance to the Garden of Eden. Visiting a convent, he is told by a nun, Maria Teresa:  

 “I watch the families who visit here on weekends. How the parents behave toward their children, 
speaking to them with patience and encouraging them to ask intelligent questions. It’s an example to the 
whole world. The strength of this people is the love of parents for their children. Not just the mothers but 
also the fathers. A Jewish child has two mothers.”  

 Judaism takes what is natural and sanctifies it; what is physical and invests it with spirituality; 
what is elsewhere considered normal and sees it as a miracle. What Darwin saw as the urge to reproduce, 
what Richard Dawkins calls “the selfish gene”, is for Judaism high religious art, full of drama and beauty. 
Abraham the father, and Sarah the mother, are our enduring role models of parenthood as God’s gift and 
our highest vocation. 
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“To know the mind of God we 
do not need theoretical 

physics. We simply need to 
know what it is to be a parent.” 
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